
 

 

Is your Valentine’s date into you?  

(And what to do if you’re not into them) 
 

• Almost 30% of single Brits feel as though they’ve forgotten how to read the signs as it has 

been so long since they last went on a date 

• Fridays reveals what single Brits think about dating and the ‘tell-tale’ signs that you’re the 

apple of someone’s eye 

• Dating Coach Hayley Quinn offers tips on dating and dining etiquette in the lead up to 

Valentine’s Day 

 

 
 

8 February 2022: Fridays, part of newly listed Hostmore plc, reveals what singles in the UK really think about dating in 

2022. Having started out as a ‘singles bar’ in 1965, Fridays has always had a soft spot for singles – from quirky cocktails 

to its easy-going menu options. In partnership with Dating Coach, Hayley Quinn, Fridays has compiled some new age 

signs you might be missing and what to do if you’re not feeling the first date vibes this Valentine’s Day.  

 

Dating hasn’t been quite the same over the past two years and, according to Quinn, it’s important to firstly look at how 

someone treats you on a date. It will not only tell you how much they’re into you but how compatible you are too. Let’s 

take the age old topic of splitting the bill. Interestingly, only 10% of single males surveyed have asked to split the bill 

before, compared to 20% of single women.  

 



 

 

Quinn comments: “If you’re someone who strongly believes the person who invited you should pay, you’re going to clash 

with someone who believes it’s more modern to go Dutch. Neither one of these behaviours are ‘wrong’, it’s just about 

finding someone who is on the same page as you. 

 

“Likewise, if you’re looking for signs your date is into you, you should look out for some basics that they’re in the right 

headspace to date: do they turn up on time, or are they constantly rescheduling? Are they attentive and asking you 

questions, or do they showcase the most common pet peeve for more than half of singles by constantly sneaking a look 

at their mobile phone? Do they eat quickly and seem in a rush to leave? Or do they suggest you grab another round of 

drinks? And if they express that they’d like to see you again, do they actually take the time to follow up on it?” 

 

Touch is often seen as a sign that someone might be into you but navigating this in a post-pandemic world can be tricky. 

Quinn advises that the best way forward is to seek active consent from your date about what level of physical contact 

they’re happy with by saying, ‘are we doing hugs or elbow bumps?’.  The research shows almost 20% of singles think the 

best way to order on a date would be a sharing platter, so Quinn suggests stating what you’d like by saying, ‘let’s get a 

sharing plate if you’re comfortable with that?’ “Yes, it’s not as assertive as ordering for your date (think back to the 

eighties, “she’ll have the steak”), but it means you avoid jumping to conclusions about what your date is comfortable with.” 

 

Dates, especially first dates, don’t always go to plan! Instead, keep first dates to the sweet spot of 1.5 - 2.5 hours, enough 

time to get to know someone, but not so long that you’ll feel like you wasted your time if you didn’t click. Fridays make this 

easy with a wide range of appetizers and a unique range of handcrafted cocktails, so there’s no need to worry about 

being stuck in a snooze fest whilst you’re at the dinner table or sat at the bar.  

 

Brendan Quinn, Mixologist and Head of Beverage at Fridays said: “I love seeing people on dates at Fridays 

restaurants. If the date isn’t quite going to plan, I’d recommend ordering a Purple Rain as it’s an all-round favourite and 

the flavours will at least keep your tastebuds interested. If the sparks are flying, go with the Zombie as its strong and 

honest or the Cupid’s Cocktail from our limited-edition Valentine’s cocktail range. Both will be sure to keep the 

conversation and orders flowing throughout the date.” 

 

30% of singles agreed they didn’t know the polite way to say they’re not interested whilst on a date so, if you’re not feeling 

it, Quinn’s recommendation would be to make a judgement call about how open you want to be with your date about your 

disinterest. You may find it empowering to say, ‘thank you for meeting, though I’m pretty sure you feel the same that we 

just don’t have that romantic connection.’ Alternatively, it’s not exactly ghosting if after a first date both parties choose not 

to follow up for a second date, it’s a modern way of signalling a mutual agreement that there just wasn’t a spark. 

 

Almost a third of single Brits (29%) don’t want to come across as too keen on a first date but, if you’re someone who 

wears their heart on their sleeve, is this always a bad thing? Quinn says: “If you’re naturally prone to fall head over heels 

it can be really helpful to remind yourself about everything you don’t know about a person before thinking they’re your 

perfect match. Yes, Fridays’ chocolate fudge fixation might be their favourite dessert too, and you may think they’re 



 

 

gorgeous, but there’s a long way to go to establish how compatible you really are. So, it’s less about playing it cool, more 

about raising your standards for what it takes to win you over.”  

 

Whatever the signs you encounter on a first date might be, we’ll always be available for all at Fridays. To find out more 

about booking a table at Fridays visit https://www.tgifridays.co.uk/.   

 

ENDS 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

 

Fridays’ irresistible cocktail line-up includes Cupid’s Cocktail, Blush Slush Frosé, Heart Cracker and a Strawberry 

Crush. Find out more here.  

 

About the Research:  

Total sample size for the consumer survey was 1,006 single GB adults, with fieldwork being undertaken between 28th – 31st January 

2022. The figures have been weighted and are representative of all GB adults (aged 18+).  

 

All figures, unless otherwise stated, are from Markettiers and the survey was carried out online.  

 

About Fridays: 

Fridays first opened in New York in 1965 with flowing cocktails and charismatic bartenders making every night feel like a Friday. Over 

55 years later, we’re making Fridays famous again and proudly celebrating our heritage with simple, freshly made to order dishes with 

top-quality ingredients, vibrant new and classic cocktails full of energy & theatre, all handcrafted by our expert bartenders. All of which 

is complemented by consistently brilliant and iconic Fridays service and spirit of generosity.  

 

Whether you’re out for a date, girls’ night or a family dinner, Fridays is here to help bring that Fridays Feeling, no matter what day of the 

week or time of day. 

 

Fridays is a proud member of The Responsible Business Recovery Forum (RBRF). The RBRF is a membership body of Out of Home 

food and drink operators and suppliers. The group’s objective is to collaborate to aid an efficient, industry-wide recovery, in the 

aftermath of COVID-19 whilst anticipating future trends. A community of progressive businesses learning and sharing for past, present 

and the future 

  
 

About Hostmore plc: 

We're the sharers. The carers. The business-builders and the entertainers. 

 

Hostmore plc is a growing hospitality business with current operations focused on casual dining brand, Fridays, and cocktail-led bar 

and restaurant brand, 63rd+1st. 

 

Established in 2021, Hostmore has been created to provide a platform for the development of hospitality brands under the leadership of 

an experienced team that has a track record of building businesses in the hospitality and leisure sectors. 

 

https://www.tgifridays.co.uk/
https://www.tgifridays.co.uk/valentines-day-restaurants/


 

 

Hostmore’s businesses are defined by iconic brand experience, vibrant heritage and sector-leading technology. 

 

Its strategic focus is on optimising its brands, aligning those brands with evolving consumer demands and delivering personalised 

customer engagement – all backed up by a redesigned digital platform. 

 

Find out more - www.hostmoregroup.com  
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